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Topics

1) Status: fast flowing LM stabilization of plasma modes

2) Minimum first wall heat loading with “ideal” divertor

3) Recent MHD stability investigations

a)  higher plasma β

b) much reduced requirements for wall stabilization

4) confinement enhancement from profound recycling reduction
(potentially huge)

5) Serious problems with such regimes, and a promising solution

6) Correction of my previous pessimistic sputtering results, thanks
to Jeff Brooks, David Ruzic and the U. of Illinois group



Status of Fast Flowing Stabilizing
Shell Work

Recall February result:

A fast flowing liquid wall can sometimes destabilize plasma
resistive wall kink modes

The plasma equilibrium model had several approximations, but
was nonetheless more realistic than previous models

Previous plan had been to increase realism is stages, ultimately
with realistic plasma geometry and profiles

We now believe we’ll get to the final stage faster by
working directly toward it.

This is a more ambitious code, consequently we are still in the
construction phase



Minimimum First Wall
Surface Heat Load

How much can the first wall surface heat load “really” by reduced
by removing most of the alpha power in the divertor?

Consider ARIES AT:

  116 MW radiated  power / 388 plasma alpha power (+ CD)

= 30 % radiated fraction

This high fraction is not intrinsic to DT reactors

It is a consequence (direct and indirect) of the divertor operation

Direct:

Argon seeding gives line radiation  (43 MW)

Indirect:

22% Helium dilutes plasma

� reduces fusion power density by factor of 2.6
� density must be raised to get the same fusion power
� much higher radiation (radiation ~ density2 )



With an “Ideal” Divertor:

* Only 5% He => higher fusion power density

* Capable of handling heat loads without Argon => no line
radiation

* Reduced Zeff  =>  bremstrahlung reduced by 42%

Adjusting ARIES for this:

Radiated power / Alpha power  =   5.5 %

This is a reduction in radiaition surface heat load on the first
wall by a factor of 6

I directly calculate bremstrahling and fusion power with a very
similar equilibrium generated by TOQ:

Radiated power / Alpha power  =   5.9 %

Assuming half the synchrotron power would be reflected with a
metal wall (rather than SiC)

Radiated power / Alpha power  ~  5%



Also, a lower density, hotter plasma edge =>

neutral energy transport processes to the first wall
 become smaller (and, I believe, negligible)

With a 5% radiation fraction:

the surface heat load on a steel wall ~

the neutron heating for 1 cm thickness

Surface heat loading issues are much more manageable

I believe such “ideal” divertor performance might be attainable by:

 1) the concept of exhausting the flux outside the TF coils

2) possibly(?) by liquid metal based divertor designs



 Investigations Showing
Improved MHD Stability

 in Advanced Tokamak Profiles

Tokamak β is limited by kink modes and ballooning modes

Previous Results (Nov 2001):

Examining only ballooning modes, a very hot edge (~ 10 kev)
could increase stable plasma � by ~ a factor of 2

Initiated attempts to improve MHD stability in reactor plasmas
with a hot, low density edge

Initial strategy: rely on a low plasma edge density to allow much
large RF driven current with the same RF power

Like ARIES AT :  plasma profiles for density and temperature had
a model transport barrier

Used GATO and TOQ for numerical stability calculations

A surprise was found:

A new regime (?) of improved MHD stability



Results improve three aspects of MHD stability simultaneously:

1) Increase �

2) Decrease  reliance on wall stabilization

3) Require low current drive power

According to conventional wisdom, satisfying these three goals
simultaneously is impossibl

This differs from my past analysis which relied
heavily on wall stabilization of � driven modes

Here:

try to improve performance while making wall stabilization
“easier” and thus more practical by all approaches

(by either feedback, plasma rotation or fast LM wall flow)



Surprise:

Profiles with thinner transport barriers have
strongly improved MHD stability for all toroidal mode numbers

This is ONLY true for plasmas with very high bootstrap fraction
(~ 90% +) and with appropriate current drive

This is outside the present experimental database - but pertains to
reactors

Calculations of lower bootstrap fraction plasmas
(like experiments):

have the opposite trend (consistent with observations)

Extreme limits of this regime are probably not practical, but what
is “too” extreme is unclear



Have discussed results with Chuck Kessel and Allan Turnbull

This is a surprising result,
but does not contradict previous results

Convergence tests support the numerics, but further work must be
done for a result this surprising

A simplified semi – analytical model gives the similar results and
provides an understanding



Implications for APEX:

In this regime:

Wall stabilization requirements are  relaxed
while stable � is increased

Compare results for the best case examined so far to the optimized
ARIES AT results

(The best case has barrier width w normalized to the minor radius a
of:

w/a = .04)



Results

Both cases below have ARIES AT geometry
(elongation = 2.2, Aspect Ratio = 4)

Case ARIES AT Best new
regime Case

β*   11% 15%

Stabilizing shell
 Distance d/a   .2 .6

Resistive wall modes   n = 1 – 7 n = 1 - 3
requiring stabilization

Maximum Possible   7.4 MW/m2 8.8 MW/m2
Wall Loading
(1GWe, 15T coils,
1.3m blanket/shield)

Bootstrap Fraction 91% 97%



Comparison:

ARIES AT

Resistive wall mode stabilization in ARIES AT is problematic

Feedback is impractical for large n, because the active coils would
need to be impractically close

Plasma rotation requirement is too high for low to medium n

New Case

Due to the large shell distance and low n numbers, feedback coils
can be placed much further away: feedback stabilization is
conceivable

The large d/a indicates a probable large reduction in the required
plasma rotation speed for stabilization

The required flow rate of a LM shell would probably be greatly
reduced



Current Drive Requirements

Contrary to initial expectations, the amount of  RF driven current
was not the most important parameter for MHD stability

The barrier width was the most important parameter

Current drive efficiency does increase strongly as density
decreases, but in all cases current drive requirements seem modest

Estimated LHCD power < 20 MW



Width of the Transport Barrier

Transport barrier width cannot presently be predicted

In present experiments 0.08  < w/a < 0.4, and depends on
parameters in a way which is not well understood

General theoretical scaling arguments based on the stabilization of
plasma turbulence by velocity shear imply

w/a ~ ρ*
α     0 < α  < 1

where the exponent α is model dependent.

The normalized gyroradius ρ* is ~ 2 - 4  times smaller in a reactor

than in present tokamaks

Thus, one can generally expect widths to be somewhat smaller, but
the uncertainty is large



Transport barriers can be initiated and in principle controlled by
RF – both in experiments and theoretical proposals

Thus, the width could be forced to be it’s ‘optimal’ value

These proposals modify the plasma velocity or current profile, by
overcoming collisional forces

These forces become weaker in low density, high temperature
plasmas, implying a greater ease of control

However, some RF methods encounter coupling difficulties at low
density

Thus, there is potential to control the width, (speculative)
and it may become easier at low edge density/high edge
temperature



Implications of Profoundly Lower
Recycling Regimes

Likely Problems, Proposed solutions, and Issues



Experimental Relationship of Low
Recylcing and Confinement

Reduced/increased recyling is highly correlated with
improved/degraded global confinement:

H –mode
Supershots
High recyling divertor

ASDEX-U has found an empirical inverse relationship
between separatrix density and global confinement:

τ ~ nsep
-.17          (IAEA 2000)



Theoretical Expectation of Radically
Improved Confinement

(Arguments similar to Sergei Krashenikov, L. Zahkarov)

At low density and high temperature, the scrape off layer
becomes “collsionless” (mean free path >> parallel scales)

� Energy is only lost by loosing particles

Separatrix Temperature is then determined by the global
particle confinement of the plasma

Recall that global energy confinement is determined by

(Nplasma / τE) Tplasma = Net power input

The separatrix temperature is similarly determined by

(Nplasma / τparticle) Tseparatrix = Net power input

If: τparticle > what we expect for   τE,  then
Tseparatrix will be > what we expect for Tplasma

The separatrix temperature will be greater than the bulk
temperature of today’s plasmas



Note: I believe this regime has not been explored in Tom
Rognlien’s simulations to date

Implicit in these simulations is strong fueling of the plasma,
(i.e. gas  puffing) which drives down the edge temperature

(The amount of implicit fueling could be derived post hoc,
I believe)

To simulate this regime would requires simulations with
very low edge fueling (no implicit gas puffing)

This can be approached by a sequence of simulations with
progressively lower edge densities, I believe

The resulting separatrix temperatures would be consistent
with the estimates above



The Ultimate Limit of Tokamak
Confinement

The ultimate limit of tokamak confinement is not the
neoclassical ion energy confinement time

In the scheme above, the ultimate limit is the neoclassical
particle confinement time, which is longer by ~ (mi/me)

1/2

Furthermore, this limit can be attained even if the electron
energy transport is large and anomalous

Present experiments attain the condition where ion transport
and particle transport are neoclassical

However, the electron heat transport in today’s discharges is
still anomalous, and determines the energy confinement



This is consistent with our understanding of velocity shear
stabilization –

Ion gyroradius scale instabilities are stabilized.  These are
responsible for turbulent ion heat and particle losses

However, small scale electron instabilities are predicted to
persist, and cause only electron heat transport.

With profoundly lower recycling, confinement approaching the
neoclassical particle limit above is relatively easy to obtain-

compared to attaining the neoclassical ion energy confinement
limit in present experiments



Paths to Obtaining this Regime

1) Lithium as a fast flowing limiter surface

2) Lithium used in a divertor

3) Exhausting the separatrix flux outside the TF coils

4) Combinations of 3 and 4

These approaches share some common physics problems.

I will also outline a promising solution to them.



Likely Physics Problems:

1) Formation of an edge transport barrier leading to

a) impurity build-up

b) runaway confinement

c) ELMs

2) Tendency to form highly unstable MHD profiles

An edge transport barrier in this regime combines features of
internal and h-mode transport barriers of present experiments

a) temperatures like internal transport barriers

b) location characteristic of an H-mode barrier

Why do we expect one to form?



Formation of an Edge Transport
Barrier (H – mode Transition)

3) Theoretically (well supported and generally accepted but
definitely incomplete):

Plasma transport barriers form when:

Velocity shearing rate/micro-instability frequencies       > 1

For profiles with a high, finite temperature at the boundary, as the
boundary is approached:

Velocity shearing rate/micro-instability frequencies    =>  infinity

4) Empirically

H-mode transitions occur when

a) edge temperatures are high

b) edge densities are low (though there is a low density
cutoff)

c) recycling is low

Thus, the balance of evidence supports transport barrier
formation



Impurity Buildup

Particle and impurity transport is neoclassical in a transport barrier

(numerous experimental and theoretical cases show this for both
internal and H-mode transport barriers)

Neoclassical transport concentrates impurities. In steady state, the
impurity concentration nI obeys:

   nI(0)/nI = (ne(0)/ne )Z

Impurites (Li, recycled He) are introduced near the periphery,
where ne(0)/ ne is very large

 nI(0)/nI will be the square and cube of this large number for He
and Li, respectively

This correlates well with H-mode experience, where impurity
buildup is severe without ELMs



Runaway Confinement

In this regime, energy is only lost by plasma transport if
particles are lost

For a utility scale reactor, this is orders of magnitude too slow to
dissipate the alpha power

In present experiments, particle loss is achieved by an edge
localized MHD instability (ELM)



ELMs

In present experiments, only a modest fraction of the heating
power is lost as ELMs:

most is lost through steady state heat conduction

But in this regime,

ALL energy lost will be in the form of ELMs,

since there is no heat loss and negligible particle loss between
ELMs

Calculations regarding evaporation done to date are much too
optimistic:

the actual energy deposition will be much more concentrated
in time and probably space

(The exponential temperature dependence of evaporation ensures
that uneven deposition is more pessimistic)



Tendency to Form MHD Unstable
Profiles

Even at zero β, with Ohmic operation these regimes form highly
kink unstable profiles

Since the temperature is flat, the plasma current density is flat.

This is unstable without wall stabilization for all edge q values
(cylinder)

The destabilization results from the discontinuous drop in
plasma current at the edge

Even with a fast flowing metal touching the plasma, there are
windows of instability for n q (n is the toroidal mode number)

There will unstable mode numbers up to large n.

Feedback is probably not a viable solution for high n, since the
active coils would need to be placed very close to the plasma

With pressure, the pressure gradient will not apparently tend to
vanish near the edge

Thus, the bootstrap current will be hollow, and have an edge
discontinuity; this is even more unstable than a flat profile.



Solution

These problems require

1) a means of causing particle loss (at least near the edge)

2) a means of preventing impurity buildup

3) a means of preventing ELMs

4) a means of preventing highly unstable current profiles

Of course, these solutions must be compatible with a high
neutron environment

And, hopefully these solutions would be compatible with each
of the 4 ways of producing profoundly low recycling

Surprisingly, all these goals can all be accomplished with one
concept:

The application of external magnetic stochasticity from coils
around the plasma edge



Magnetic Stochasticity?

We perturb the axi-symmetric toroidal field with small static
radial magnetic fields which are non-axisymmetric both
toroidally and poloidally

For illustration purposes a choose a perturbation level  δB ~
.004 T (δB /B ~ .001)

(easily produced with either non-axisymmetric passive ferritic
inserts or very small coils)

Multiple resonanant helicities are chosen to produce small
overlapping magnetic islands in the periphery

This causes a magnetic field line NOT to stay on a closed flux
surface, but to slowly stochastically wander throughout the edge
region till it intersects the separatrix or limiter

Note: this level of δB is small enough not to produce

a) substantial alpha particle loss (I think)

b) intolerable flow damping in Li

(More exact calculations need to be done)



What Does This Do?

Particles travel along the field lines and thus diffuse.

Hence, particle loss is accomplished.

Electrons tend to be lost much more rapidly than ions, due to their
higher thermal speed.

An electrostatic potential builds up to hold them back.

This potential also tends to expel ions, and expel multiply charged
impurities even more strongly.

The magnetic perturbation level above causes a D-T diffusivity of
about 10 m2/sec at the edge, and it drops off fairly rapidly inside

(A more exact calculation needs to be done to obtain the actual
transport level, and the magnetic perturbation spectrum required)

Hence, pressure gradient build up at the edge is avoided



Impurities experience an
 “anti –pinch”

In steady state, the impurity density satisfies the inverse of the
neoclassical result:

nI(0)/nI = (ne(0)/ne ) -Z

Thus, one can have a very high impurity density in the edge, with a
very low impurity density in the core.

I believe this should greatly alleviate He an Li impurity concerns,
but I need to do more precise calculations



What About MHD Stability?

This stochasticity produces an electron diffusivity

of roughly 300 m2/sec

This is a huge value an would be completely unacceptable for
energy confinement in a standard operating regime

However,  energy confinement in the present operating regime is
essentially insensitive to huge electron heat conductivity

Since the edge density is low, the edge electron collision frequency
is

< 50  sec-1

Thus, there is a zone of width ~ .4 meter around the boundary
where electrons are diffusively lost before they have a Coulonb
collision

Inductively driven currents and bootstrap currents will vanish at
the boundary, over a boundary layer of width ~ .4 m .

The deleterious MHD effects of a boundary current discontinuity
are thus avoided





Specific Challenges include:

The low edge density nearly eliminates impurity screening –

thus, evaporation (and perhaps sputtering) become more serious

The incident D fluence becomes much smaller, so that the
sputtering reduction of Li due to D is probably eliminated

Surface heat fluxes for an in vessel divertor go up

Self – sputtering of non Li-divertor surfaces may become an
issue



Sorry, My Error

My previous calculation of Li sputtering problems was incorrectly
pessimistic because:

I used an incorrect charged fraction for the sputtered Li

The fluence of D is sufficient in that calculation suffices to reduce
Li sputtering according to U. of Illinois measurements

However, at lower edge densities/higher edge temperatures the
reduction of Li sputtering due to D saturation probably will be
insignificant



Conclusions

Surface heat loads on the first wall can be as low as 5% of the
alpha power (or 1% of the neutron wall loading)

A new regime of MHD stability has been found which:

Improves β

    Has much more relaxed wall stabilization requirements

This regime is probably easier to access with a low density, high
temperature edge, but this is difficult to quantify

Regimes with profoundly reduced recycling offer the potential for
greatly increases confinement

These regimes have unique problems, however, related to

1) impurity buildup
2) ELMs
3) Current profiles with poor MHD stability

Estimates indicate these problems can be cured by the external
application of magnetic perturbations to cause stochasticity

Previous results for Lithium sputtering were incorrectly pessimistic
because I used an incorrect charge fraction for Li


